Census and Notes: Rare Grill Patent Essays
The aim of this document is to create a census of rare ‘grill’ patent essays, annotated
with notes based on the Travers and Brazer-Finkelburg archives.
Early Experiments
The earliest mention of Steel’s ‘grill’ invention by the USPO is in a note from Anthony Zevely (3rd Assistant
Postmaster General) to Charles Steel on December 13, 1865. Zevely confirms that the USPO wants a stamp
that cannot be cleaned and reused.
A week later (December 20), Zevely acknowledged receipt of ‘samples of stamps’ from Steel. He noted that
he was ‘favorably impressed…’; and suggested that the best way to test the idea would be to grill some
stamps and distribute them for normal use. In other words, he suggested a ‘live’ test of the patent.
i)

“First experiments” signed by Steel. Two recorded
USA STEEL 1a (Scott 79-E13a, this is the first of the two recorded)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1335 – Finkelburg, $8,500); 2013: Oct
(Siegel 1053, lot 130 – $8,000).
Description:
Experiment on 80 x 140 mm wove paper. 4 x square, flat-bottom
grills in a circle. Probably made by a male-grilling device. Bigger
indents in the bottom row. Paper toned. Crease at bottom left.
Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

Small square indentations
probably produced by a
‘male’ embossing device

USA STEEL 1b (Scott 79-E13a, the second of two recorded)
History:
2005: Feb (Siegel 890, lot 216 – Lake Shore 2, $13,000); 2018: Dec
(Siegel 1195, lot 226 – Drews, $3,750).
Description:
Experiment on 80 x 140 mm wove paper. 4 x square, flat-bottom
grills in a circle. Bigger indents in the top row. Paper toned. Crease
at bottom right.
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

ii)

Scott 79-E13c. One recorded

Although listed after Scott 79-E13b, this essay is more like Steel’s ‘first experiments’ than any of the Scott
79-E13b (see enlarged scans below). It therefore probably dates from late 1865 or early 1866.
USA STEEL 2
History:
John Klemann owned this essay in 1940 when Lester
Brookman wrote his Grill articles for The American
Philatelist (see Stevenson-Brookman, 1980, p. 16).
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, part of lot 1336 – Finkelburg,
$1,500; 2018: Dec (part of lot 227 – Drews, $1,500 )
Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

Description: 22 x 25 mm white wove paper, imperf, gummed. Square, flat-bottom grills in a circle
surrounded by 24 perforations. The shape of the grills is consistent with Steel’s ‘first experiments’.
iii) Scott 79-E13d: colored flat-bottom grills in a circle with embossed ‘3’. Two recorded
Zevely and Steel corresponded intermittently during 1866. In November, Zevely wrote to thank Steel for
certain ‘enclosures’. The note proves that Steel sent Zevely grill experiments during 1866.
The Scott 79-E13d below, are consistent in style with Steel’s ‘first experiments’ (STEEL 1a/b and 2 above)
and probably date from 1866. Embossed ‘3’ added to a circle of square, flat-bottom grills. The addition of the
denomination suggests a later date for these essays than for the plain, circular grills in the ‘first experiments’.
USA STEEL 3a (Scott 79-E13d, this is the first of two recorded)
History:
Klemann collection in 1940. 1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1337 –
Finkelburg, $1,200); 2005: Feb (Siegel 890, lot 217 – Lake Shore 2,
$800); 2015: Nov (Siegel 1113, lot 2182 – $700).
Description: ‘3-in-circle’ flat-bottom grill on stamp-size paper.
Colored bright carmine. Thin spot at bottom right
Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 3b (Scott 79-E13d, the second of two recorded)
History:
1977: Feb (Siegel 505, lot 87 – Morris, $170); 2018: Dec (Siegel
1195, lot 228 – Drews, $550).
Description: As STEEL 4a, but on 43 x 27 mm paper.
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

Note:
The Scott 79-E13e, f, h are identical to Scott 79-E13d except that they are perfed and gummed; and are quite
common. Blocks of the stamps show that the grilled circles were irregularly aligned. This suggests that these
grills were most probably created individually or, at best, by a primitive plate roller.
Question: why are the above two essays colored?
In his patent, Steel advised printing after grilling because he was worried that grilling would make an already
printed design look ugly. That meant that he had to advice flattening after grilling, to create a surface that

could be printed on. His patent document proves that he thought a lot about the aesthetics of printing and
grilling. The above two essays may have been produced as a test of printing on an un-flattened grilled surface.
iv)

Scott 79-E15a variety: all-over flat-bottom grill on 3c rose, points down. Cancelled. Fifteen recorded

These essays feature a segmented diamond cancel used in New York in July, 1867. They are the subject of an
excellent article by Scott Trepel in The Chronicle (1987) 39:2. Trepel argued that the stamps may have passed
through the post as a test of grilling.
Ten examples as pictured in The Chronicle, 1987
Provenance:
1. Top left strip of three: Philatelic Foundation archive.
2. Bottom left single: ex- Dos Passos collection
3. Bottom left pair: ex-Morris (1977: Siegel 505, lot 94)
4. Right block of four: Philatelic Foundation
Scan courtesy of The Chronicle

USA STEEL 4k (11th of 15 recorded copies)
History:
1998: Oct (Siegel 804, lot 214 – Zoellner, $1,200).
Description:
Segmented diamond cancel of New York, 1867; applied to flat-bottom allover grilled 3c rose, points down.
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 4l (12th of 15 recorded copies)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1346 – Finkelburg, $850); 2013, Oct (Siegel
1053, lot 137 – $550)
Description:
As USA STEEL 3k.
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 4m (13th of 15 recorded copies)
History:
2018: Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 237 – Drews, $550).
Description:
As USA STEEL 3k.
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 4n (14 and 15th of 15 recorded copies)
History:
2005, Sept (Siegel 900, lot 271 – Lake Shore 3, $1,700); 2008:
Oct (Siegel 963, lot 552 – Hansen, $2,700).
Description:
Segmented diamond cancel of New York, 1867; applied to flatbottom all-over grilled 3c rose, points down.
Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

The postal use of these essays is consistent with correspondence in the Travers and Brazer-Finkelburg
archives. Zevely had suggested that Steel test his idea by distributing stamps for postal use as early as
December, 1865.
On November 8 1866, Zevely repeated his view that ‘… your stamps should be tried so soon as you can
furnish a sufficient quantity for that purpose.’ And on November 17 he wrote: ‘… I will ask the Postmaster
General to order half a million’, but on condition that there was no cost to the USPO. It’s unclear whether the
half-million were ordered or produced because Zevely’s stance caught the NBNC in a bind: on the one hand,
he wanted tests; on the other, he wouldn’t help to pay for them.
On July 26 1867, Zevely again ordered a ‘live’ test, this time in a letter to Shepard, President of the NBNC:
‘… I would suggest that a quantity, say, 10,000 sheets of the 3 cent denomination be printed from the present
die…”. This must surely have been the order that led to the 3c A-grill tests.
The November 17 letter would then help to explain the flat-bottom all-over grill essays (Scott 79-E15a which
are also known perfed). They must have preceded the A-grill; and, given Zevely’s long-standing views about
‘live’ testing it seems unlikely that they would not have been distributed and tested in the post.

Unconventional ‘Grills’
Scott catalogues the essays in this section as if they are related to Steel’s experiments. But they are so unlike
any of Steel’s grills, that I wonder if they shouldn’t be catalogued separately. The archives suggest that the
NBNC were not keen on Steel’s idea. Could these be NBNC designs to provide alternatives to Steel’s grill?
i)

Scott 79-E13b x four; each one is unique

It is very difficult to date these essays. They are unlike Steel’s ‘first experiments’; or his adopted grills.
USA STEEL 5a

USA STEEL 5b

USA STEEL 5c

USA Steel 5d

Description: White wove, imperf, ungummed. The size of the embossed areas varies from essay to essay: 5a
= 17 x 24 mm; 5b = 19 x 25 mm; 5c = 18 x 24 mm; 5d = 17x 23 mm. The embossing also varies: 4a, b =
short vertical scratches; 5c = long horizontal and short vertical scratches; 5d = a zig-zag scratch pattern.

History: Like the Scott 79-E13c, these essays were in the Klemann collection in 1940. 1999: Sept (Siegel,
lot 1336 – Finkelburg, $1,500 each; 2018, Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 134 – Drews, $1,500 each).
ii)

Scott 79-E15d ‘music box’ grills on piece. Two recorded

The so-called ‘music box’ grills are actually just stamps with pin-holes punched through them. They are
relatively common in mint condition. But there are only two on piece. Is there a chance that they were
genuinely used? Grilling and centering suggest that they came from the same sheet.
USA STEEL 6a (the first of two recorded copies)
History:
Ex- Earl of Crawford. 2018: Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 237 – Drews, $750).
Description:
Music box grill, points up – not aligned. 3c stamp on piece. CDS: Sept 24,
1867. New York.
Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 6b (second of two recorded copies)
History:
Klemann in 1940. 1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1352 – Finkelburg, $550);
2005: Feb (Siegel 890, lot 225 – Lake Shore 2, $500).
Description:
Music box grill, recorded as points up in Brazer – not aligned. 3c stamp on
piece. Pen cancelled and tied to piece by cork cancel.
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

Rare Essays that date from the A-grill Experimental Period
In his note of December 20 1865, Zevely suggested that the best test of Steel’s idea would be to “…
manufacture a certain number of these stamps, to be sent, sold and used, as the present stamps.” (BrazerFinkelburg archive). Zevely followed the letter up with a letter to MacDonough of the NBNC on December
28 in which he endorsed Steel’s idea but noted that the USPO would not provide any funds for a test (Travers
archive).
The lack of funds must have produced a stalemate during 1866. On November 17, Zevely wrote to Steel to
say that the USPO would order “… half a million…” embossed stamps as long as the experiment didn’t lead
to “additional expense” for the USPO. With the possible exception of the flat-bottom essays cancelled by the
New York segmented diamond (see 79-E15a variety above – USA Steel 4), the long delay between Zevely’s
initial interest in 1865 and the A-grill tests in August 1867, suggests an ongoing stalemate.
Eventually, on 26 July 1867, Zevely wrote to Shepard (President of the NBNC) to express his preference for
embossed stamps over other experiments. Zevely suggested that “… 10,000 sheets of the 3 cent
denomination” be produced and “sent to distant offices” (Travers archive). This must have led to action.
The earliest known use of the 3c A-grill followed on August 17. By that time, the shape of the grill had
changed from a flat-bottom square, to a pyramid (see enlarged scans below).

i)

Scott 79-E14b variety – Steel’s patent claim endorsed by officers of the NBNC. One recorded
USA STEEL 7
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1343 – Finkelburg, $4,750); 2013: Oct
(Siegel 1053, lot 134 – $4,500).
Description:
Four samples of all-over pyramid grills stuck to a card. Signed by
Steel as ‘the inventor’ and co-signed by various officers of the
NBNC. This is the only essay on which Steel’s claim to the patent
is both recorded and recognized.
Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

1865/6

July 1867

A note on the date of the above essay:
Although the essay uses samples of grills produced at the time of the postally used A-grill (July, 1867), the
essay itself may only date from late October. This is implied by a note to Steel on October 23, in which
Zevely wrote “I think your Co. will finally do you justice…”. It is unlikely that officers of the NBNC would
have acknowledged Steel’s claim prior to this note.
ii)

Scott 79-E14b variety – grills claimed by Steel but not recognized. One recorded
USA STEEL 8
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1344 – Finkelburg, $1,700); 2005: Feb
(Siegel 890, lot 218 – Lake Shore 2, $1,500).
Description:
Three samples of all-over pyramid grills stuck to a card signed by
Steel. This essay is harder to date than USA STEEL 5. It may date
from before October when both Steel and Zevely were trying to
get the NBNC to commit to Steel’s patent; or it may have been an
earlier attempt by Steel to document his claim.
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

iii) The all-over pyramid (A-grill) on the 1c stamp. Four recorded. Unlisted in Scott.
USA STEEL 9a

USA STEEL 9b

USA STEEL 9c

Scans of three of the four
recorded. No-one knows
where the fourth is.
Scans courtesy of Siegel
Auction galleries

Provenance:
Originally a block of four from Charles Steel’s personal archive; then the Earl of Crawford; then Worthington
before being broken up and sold. 9a: 2000: May (Siegel 824, Lot 164 – $5,750; 2013: Oct (Siegel 1053, lot
135 – Christianson, $8,500); 9b: 2005: Feb (Siegel 890, lot 261 – Lake Shore 2, $9,000); 7c: 2018: Dec
(Siegel 1195, lot 308 – Drews, $18,000).

C-grill Essays – late 1867
The first mention of the C-grill occurred in a note by Zevely to Shepard on October 7. Zevely wrote: “I beg to
remind you that I am awaiting very anxiously to receive the specimens of postage stamps promised by you,
especially those with the embossed center, or with a plain margin to strengthen the perforation.” The letter
proves that the development of the C-grill followed the difficulties experienced with perfed A-grill stamps.
Zevely followed up with a letter on October 16 requesting a million ‘three cent stamps with embossed
centers… without delay.”
USA STEEL 10 Scott 79-E15g var, unique pane of 100. One
recorded.
History:
Ex- Steel, Earl of Crawford. 1981: May (Siegel 581, lot 108 –
Belmont, $1,400); 2018: Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 244 – Drews,
$2,600).
Description:
Complete sheet of the C-grill, roughly planed down from the Agrill showing remnants of the A-grill in places. Folded in half.
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 11a

USA STEEL 11b
Scott 79-E151 1c C-grill essay, points down, gummed.
Two recorded.
History:
Ex- Steel, Earl of Crawford., Worthington. 9a: 2018, Dec
(Siegel 1195, lot 317 – Drews, $18,000); 9b: 2010: Sept
(Siegel 993, lot 448 – Wagshall, $4,750).
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 12

USA STEEL 13
Scott 79-E15j 3c C-grill essays, ungummed. 10 = points
up; 11 = points down. One of each recorded.
History:
Ex- Steel, Earl of Crawford., Green, Brazer. 2018, Dec
(Siegel 1195, Drews. lot 318 = $20,000; lot 319 –
$22,000)
Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 14

USA STEEL 15
Scott 79-E15j 5c C-grill essays, ungummed. 12 = points
up; 13 = points down. One of each recorded.
History:
Ex- Steel, Earl of Crawford., Green, Brazer. 2018, Dec
(Siegel 1195, Drews. lot 320 = $10,500; lot 321 –
$12,500)
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 16

USA STEEL 17
Scott 79-E15k 10c C-grill essays, ungummed. 14 = points
up; 15 = points down. One of each recorded.
History:
Ex- Steel, Earl of Crawford., Green, Brazer. 2018, Dec
(Siegel 1195, Drews. lot 322 = $10,500; lot 323 –
$18,000)
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 18

USA STEEL 19
Scott 79-E15l 12c C-grill essays, ungummed. 14 = points
up; 15 = points down. One of each recorded.
History:
Ex- Steel, Earl of Crawford., Green, Brazer. 2018, Dec
(Siegel 1195, Drews. lot 324 = $17,500; lot 325 –
$21,000)
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 20

USA STEEL 21
Scott 79-E15m 30c C-grill essays, ungummed. 14 = points
up; 15 = points down. One of each recorded.
History:
Ex- Steel, Earl of Crawford., Green, Brazer. 2018, Dec
(Siegel 1195, Drews. lot 324 = $18,500; lot 325 –
$21,000)
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 22 (uncatalogued all-over Z-grill essay on 3c stamp. Four known)
This is one of four from a block originally owned by Jim Lee. He created two
pairs. One was bought by Richard Drews. Drews split his pair and sold one to the
Lake Shore collector. But it doesn’t appear in the Lake Shore sales.
History:
2018, Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 314 – Drews, $2,000)
Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

Steel Patent Design Essays
Steel’s October 22 patent stated that his ideal stamp would be surface-printed with a part left blank for
embossing. The archives prove that the NBNC only committed to experimenting with Steel’s patent ideas on
November 6, 1867 when MacDonough wrote to Steel, asking for a meeting and suggesting that he (i.e.
Steel): “… <bring> your ideas (and designs if you have any) for the stamp you desire to have made…”.
Steel must have taken something to MacDonough, because a week later (November 15), MacDonough wrote :
“I sent you the first impression of the die made under your instructions… The die must be deepened around
the figure ‘3’…”
The letters prove that the well-known Steel patent design essays came after the A- and C-grill stamps.
i)

Scott 79-E18, E21 – stages of die development. Only one of each recorded

The following three essays (STEEL 23 – 25) suggest progressive testing of a stamp based on the design in
Steel’s patent. First came the lithographic die with an un-embossed center as a test of the printing and design.
Second came a model that overlaid the die on an existing, earlier, partly embossed essay. This was an
inexpensive way to test the look and performance of a stamp with a blank embossed center.
Finally came a die of the complete, patent design i.e. an un-embossed, lithographed frame surrounding by an
embossed shield and ‘3’ (suggested by the ‘strengthening’ that MacDonough thought was necessary).
USA STEEL 23 (Scott 79-E18i, one recorded)
History:
In the Klemann collection in 1940. 2018: Dec (Siegel 1195, lot
260 – Drews, $1,100).
Description: Lithographed frame surrounds ungrilled shield.
‘Steel nature’ in pencil. Possibly the first die produced by the
NBNC according to Steel’s preferred design. Late in 1867.

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 24 (Scott 79-E21b, one recorded)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1368 – Finkelburg, $3,250).
Description: Model – lithographed carmine frame pasted over the
left stamp of a strip of three embossed ‘3-in-circle’ essays (Scott
79-E13f). Ink marks test the effect of embossing on the other two.

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 25 (Scott 79-E18h, one recorded)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1361 – Finkelburg, $1,200); 2015: Nov
(Siegel 1113, lot 2187 – $1,000).
Description: Lithographed pink frame surrounds embossed
shield. Hand-colored ‘3’.
In a note to Steel written on November 15, MacDonough suggests
that the ‘3’ needs to be strengthened. This essay tests
strengthening by coloring in the ‘3’ (Brazer-Finkelburg archive).

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection
ii)

Scott 79-E18b Washington test cancellations. Two recorded
USA STEEL 26a (Scott 79-E18b, first of two, pink)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1361 – Finkelburg, $1,200); 2015: Nov
(Siegel 1113, lot 2187 – $1,000).
Description: Die on white wove, ungummed. Lithographed pink
frame surrounds embossed shield and “3”. Cancelled by a
Washinton CDS and patent target cancel

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 26b (Scott 79-E18b, second of two, black)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1361 – Finkelburg, $1,200); 2015: Nov
(Siegel 1113, lot 2187 – $1,000).
Description: Die on white wove, ungummed. Lithographed pink
frame surrounds embossed shield and “3”. Cancelled by a
Washinton CDS and patent target cancel

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries
iii) Scott 79-E21a Lithographic frame surrounds blank grill area. Five recorded
These essays are important because they test the effect of lithographic printing on a grill surface. The printed
part is flattened by the printing, but the unprinted part leaves a fully embossed grill impression. This
compares with engraved printing which compresses the entire stamp.
USA STEEL 27a (Scott 79-E21a, the first of five)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1361 – Finkelburg, $1,200); 2005: Feb
(Siegel 890, lot 245 – Lake Shore 2, $350).
Description: Die on transparent white wove, gummed. Blue
lathework frame surrounds diagonal pyramid grill, points down.
43 x 50 mm. Light crease along gum line.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 27b (Scott 79-E21a, second of five)
History:
Bought from Bill Langs 2013, $700
Description: Die on transparent white wove, gummed. Blue
lathework frame surrounds diagonal pyramid grill, points down.
39 x 49 mm.

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 27c (Scott 79-E21a, third of five)
History:
2005: Feb (Siegel 890, lot 245 – Lake Shore 2, $475).
Description: Die on transparent white wove, gummed. Blue
lathework frame surrounds diagonal pyramid grill, points down.
36 x 39 mm.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 27d (Scott 79-E21a, fourth of five)
History:
2018: Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 272 – Drews, $550).
Description: Die on transparent white wove, gummed. Blue
lathework frame surrounds diagonal pyramid grill, points down.
21 x 41 mm. Important because of the pen test of the cancellation.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 27e (Scott 79-E21a, fifth of five)
History:
2018: Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 272 – Drews, $350).

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

Description:
Die on transparent white wove, partial gum. 61 x 34 mm. Blue lathework frame surrounds diagonal pyramid
grill. Blank diagonal pyramid grill alongside. This essay is important because it suggests the existence of
something like a small, diagonal grill roller. Tear at the top breaks into the frame.

Later Rare Grill Essays
Experts date the E-grill to early 1868. It measures 11 x 13
mm. It has a roof-top rather than a pyramid shape (see
scans). The earliest documented use on a stamp is March
9, 1868.
By the time of the E-grill, grilled stamps of the 1861
issue were being widely used for postage. Why the
NBNC should also have produced E-grill essays is a bit
of a mystery.
i)

E-grill combined with Bowlsby patent (tear of an ungummed portion of the stamp). One recorded

George Bowlsby registered patent 51,782 for an ‘Improvement in Postage Stamps’ on December 26, 1865.
USA Steel 28 (Unlisted in Scott)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1343 – Finkelburg, $4,750); 2013: Oct (Siegel
1053, lot 134 – $4,500).
Description:
Block of four of the 3c 1861, Top half of each stamp gummed. Bottom half
ungummed. Slit across the middle of each stamp.
The stamps have been embossed with the 11 x 13 mm E-grill.
This is the only essay that faithfully reproduces Bowlsby’s patent
illustration and description (stamp slit in half, top half gummed, bottom half
ungummed).
Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

ii)

Scott 29 – 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill, imperf, gummed. Eight recorded
USA STEEL 29a (Scott 79-E29c, only one with this paper-color
combination)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1374 – Finkelburg, $1,040). 2017: bought by
Hofmeyr from Jim Lee
Description: 1861 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill. Red on pink laid
paper. 25 x 31 mm.

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection
USA STEEL 29b (Scott 79-E29d, only one with this paper-color
combination)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1374 – Finkelburg, $1,040). Currently in Jim
Lee inventory
Description: 1861 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill. Red-brown on pale
pink paper. 25 x 31 mm.

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 29c.1 (Scott 79-E29d var, first of two recorded)
History:
2018: Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 288 – Drews, $900).
Description: 1861 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill. Red-brown on pale
pink laid paper. 25 x 31 mm.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 29c.2 (Scott 79-E29d, second of two recorded)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1374 – Finkelburg, $1,040); 2005: Feb (Siegel
890, lot 260 – Lake Shore 2, $950). Currently in Jim Lee’s inventory
Description: 1861 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill. Red-brown on pale
pink laid paper. 25 x 30 mm. Small black marks at 3:30.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 29d.1 (Scott 79-E29f, first of two recorded)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1374 – Finkelburg, $1,040). 2017: sold by Jim
Lee to Hofmeyr
Description: 1861 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill. Red-brown on yellow
paper. 25 x 31 mm.

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 29d.2 (Scott 79-E29f, second of two recorded)
History:
2018: Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 287 – Drews, $700).
Description: 1861 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill. Red-brown on thick
yellow paper. 25 x 31 mm.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

USA STEEL 29e.1 (Scott 79-E29h, first of two recorded)
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1374 – Finkelburg, $1,040). 2017: sold by Jim
Lee to Hofmeyr
Description: 1861 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill. Dark red-brown on thin
transparent white paper. 25 x 31 mm.

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

USA STEEL 29e.2 (Scott 79-E29h, second of two recorded)
History:
2005: Oct (Siegel 890, lot 146 – Lake Shore 2, $950). 2014: Dec (Siegel
1053, lot 1011 – $1,100).
Description: 1861 1c frame surrounds blank E-grill. Dark red-brown on thin
transparent white paper. 25 x 31 mm. Small black marks across grill center.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

iii) Scott 79-E29i – red-brown 1c frame surrounds Z-grill. Overprinted by a monogram. Two recorded
These essays are a more elaborate version of the STEEL 29 above. They’re perfed on three sides and
gummed; an a monogram design has been added to the center.
Scott 79-E29i. USA STEEL 30a
History:
1999: Sept (Siegel 816, lot 1375 – Finkelburg, $3,250); 2018:
Dec (Siegel 1195, lot 289 – Drews, unsold).
Distinguishing marks:
E-grill. 1861 1c frame surrounds central design. Left stamp of
a pair. Corner crease in selvage at top left.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries
Scott 79-E29i. USA STEEL 30b
History:
2003: Oct (Siegel 865, lot 75 – $10,500); 2006: April (Siegel
909, lot 1147 – Lake Shore 3, $5,250).
Distinguishing marks:
E-grill. 1861 1c frame surrounds central design. Right stamp
of pair. Small thin spot in grill.

Scan courtesy of Siegel Auction galleries

Essays that are less rare
This isn’t an attempt to chronicle the remaining grill essays. There are many. But I thought it would be a good
idea to show examples of less rare essays that are related to the rarities above.
i)

Scott 79-E13e: ‘3’ in 12mm circle of flat-bottom grills on tan paper. Perfed, gummed. No census.
These essays are rare, but more common than the very rare Scott
E13b, c, d shown above (USA Steel 2, 3a, b). They can also be found
on white wove paper. This grill pattern was used for a number of
experiments (see also the 79-E21b above – USA Steel 24)

Scan courtesy of Hofmeyr collection

ii)

Scott 79-E15d and e: Music box grill – holes punched through the stamp. No census.

Unlike the two used examples, mint examples of the ‘music box’ grill are relatively common. The two stamps
below show two states of the grill. On the stamp on the left, the holes don’t line up. By contrast, the are lined
up symmetrically on the stamp on the right.

iii) Scott 79-E18a: Steel patent design – grill in shield, embossed ‘3’. White wove, gummed. No census
These essays can also be found on yellow and orange paper. In his patent, Steel argues that the stamps should
be printed on yellow tinted paper that would change color in response to reagents. These essays aren’t as rare
as the colored and cancelled examples shown above.

